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MISSION

To continuously exceed customer service quality expectations and
thereby achieve the market performance required to deliver superior
financial returns to the shareholder.

VISION

To be the trusted center of excellence in delivering knowledge-based
property and procurement services to the government and the private
sector nationally and regionally.
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Core Values
Mutual Respect 
We value and respect each other as persons as well as members of the same team,

subscribing to the same Vision, Mission and Values. 

Fairness 
We are fair and equitable in our treatment of each other. 

We recognise that meeting and exceeding the expectations of our customers must

guide our decision making. 

Customer Focus 

Competence 
Our dedication to excellence requires not only lifelong learning and development of

our individual skills but also continual assessment of our ability to add value to

NIPDEC

Loyalty 
As part of NIPDEC we are committed to ensuring the best interests of the

organization and protecting its assets.

We are honest, open, clear and timely in communicating and conducting our business

affairs with each other, our customers and business associates.

Transparency 

Integrity 
We strive towards consistency between our words and actions and are committed to

personal and professional ethical performance throughout NIPDEC.

We promote collaborative development as we work, learn and strive for excellence

together.

Teamwork 
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Chairman's Review
It is a pleasure to be chairman of NIPDEC at this time it carries a serious responsibility

matched with tremendous opportunities.  

During 2016 – 2017 NIPDEC continued to operate in an environment of general

economic downturn and reduction in government capital expenditure upon which we

relied for business opportunities, this resulted in a negative impact upon our

accounts. 

It is therefore with delight and tremendous anticipation we view the recent

improvements in energy prices and the government’s indications of a likely upturn in

the economy as we continue to keep ourselves ready to respond as the market

improves. 

The focus for the new year therefore is on building capacity for the future so that we

can take hold of opportunities that may arise and also strengthen ourselves to

withstand all challenges that come at us. 

The company has had the addition of several new directors representing our parent

company the National Insurance Board of Trinidad and Tobago and we are confident

that their input would advance the good fortunes of NIPDEC as we strive for

excellence.  

We extend our thanks to the outgoing board members; former chairman Mr. Michael

Toney and directors Mr. Keston Nancoo and Mr. Selby Leslie. 

We also thank the management and staff for their invaluable efforts. 

We also extend our thanks and best regards to all our stakeholders inclusive of clients

and supply partners who play a key role in ensuring that NIPDEC remains a high

quality service provider. 

John Boisselle  

Chairman  5



General Manager's Report

NIPDEC continues to be a full service provider of property project management and

procurement services to our many clients. We are at the cusp of expanding our

service offerings and widening our client base as we create a secure platform for the

financial future of the company. 

The financial year 2016 to 2017 was no less challenging than the two years prior with

a continuation of the low revenues and low capital expenditure on the part of

government being reflected in the low volume of business and the resulting losses

being experienced at NIPDEC. Thankfully we have taken the actions required to

reduce our fixed costs and to create a more efficient organization and are now

creating the basis of our launch into new business. 

While we await the review of NIPDEC operations finances and prospects by

international consultants the management of NIPDEC has completed an up-to-date

strategic planning exercise with the assistance of local consultants. This exercise has

illuminated a clear direction for NIPDEC and a series of definitive initiatives to take

us there.  

We also note the significant Improvement in Energy prices on the global market and

the resultant positive effect on government revenues and the outlook for the

economy. Recent statements by the government indicate it is committed to investing

in growth and that it stands ready to play its part in implementing the growth

initiatives both in respect of infrastructure and other softer project objectives. 

Of course NIPDEC's fortunes and its future will depend on reducing its dependence

on the local market and the Trinidad and Tobago government. An important part of

new business will involve the company venturing into the provision of services to the

private sector and to International customers and these continue to be a strategic

priority. 
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In the current circumstances, NIPDEC's staff has produced outstanding

performance, ensuring that the company delivers to its clients despite its much-

reduced resource base. For this I thank them wholeheartedly not only for the past

performance but for what their commitment means as we implement the required

transformation of the organization.  

I also want to thank the board of directors for its support and guidance and to

welcome the new directors on the board. I would be remiss if I did not to also thank

our clients who in our strategic assessments gave the company strong support even

as they indicated the areas in which they would like to see us improve. Our

partnership with them going forward is going to be critical for the success of all

parties. 

David C. Benjamin 

General Manager
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Management Discussion & Analysis 
Performance 

2017 performance continued in similar fashion to that of 2016. Although not as

severe, total level of income fell by 16.5% to $ 36.0 million. Again, the main

contributor to the decline was the drastic fall in Project and Construction

Management Fees.   

The financial constraints the government experienced in 2016 tightened even further

during 2017 and with fewer projects coming our way coupled with unavailable funds

to pay contractors, projects slowed down considerably and some even to a halt.   

Figure 1 illustrates the four-year comparison for income.  

Profits: The revenue levels generated in 2017 was not enough to breakeven despite

operating expenditure remaining relatively flat. The $ 7.1 million reduction in income

resulted in a loss after tax of $ 7.1 million and total comprehensive loss to $ 4.7 million. 

 The company's on-going efforts to streamline its operations saw a further reduction in

staff costs by 17%.  However additional administrative expenses mainly from legal

fees and penalties and increases in bad debt provision limited the savings incurred.   
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Balance Sheet: NIPDEC's balance sheet remain fairly strong despite the losses

incurred for the year. The company does not have any long-term debt to service and

despite the challenges with the slow down of contractor payments, the company is

able to service its non-project short-term obligations through its cash generated from

the commercial operations.  Total assets increased from $ 912 million to $1.0 billion at

the end of June 2017. This was driven by a 12% increase in current assets and 5%

increase in non-current assets. The company's leverage increased slightly from 68% to

72% with current liabilities increasing by 17%.   

Future Prospects 

• Owing to changes in the composition of the Board of Directors, the Strategic Plan

that was approved in 2017 was not fully implemented and is currently undergoing a

comprehensive review in light of the changes in the business and economic

environment.  It is anticipated the exercise will be completed in the 4th quarter of the

2017/18 financial year and subsequently rolled out by the 1st quarter of 2018/19.     

   

• Government Projects: NIPDEC remains committed to providing its services to the

government in support of the capital projects which drive economic expansion.  The

historical trend in the past twelve (12) months did show a shrink in the number and

value of projects implemented.  NIPDEC's share of projects will improve in the future

with the right strategic relationship management initiatives and that will be a critical

success factor.     

• Procurement: Following the creation of the Office of the Procurement Regulator

and the approval of the procedural rules in 2017, the board was appointed in early

2018 by former President Carmona.  However, there still remains uncertainty about

the length of time it will take to put in place all the necessary regulatory requirements,

including the allocation of human and financial resources.  NIPDEC has placed the

need for expert capacity high on its list of strategic intent.  

• Non-Government Projects:  NIPDEC has begun engaging several private sector and

quasi- private sector entities with a view to selling our services. While these initiatives

are in their early stages, NIPDEC has already entered into small contracts with a few

of these entities.  
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• International/Regional: NIPDEC continues to seek the opportunities to serve

regional governments who may not have as ready access to specialist expertise. A few

of these economies have since been hard hit by hurricane damage and are faced with

recovery and redevelopment in the face of fiscal crisis. NIPDEC will liaise with the

international development agencies who may be the primary financiers of the

redevelopment efforts. Guyana, remains a prime economic growth prospect in

CARICOM, with projected growth higher than global averages. 

• Information Systems and Technology. In the past twelve (12) months NIPDEC has

commenced phase 1 of upgrading its core information systems infrastructure.  We

have upgraded our ERP software which now operates on a Hyper-V server and

replaced one (1) out of the remaining seven (7) aging servers with a virtual server.  Our

host for our emails was switched to a more reliable and efficient provider which will

improve our communication systems.  We will be moving towards a cloud based

productivity and collaborative software  in the coming months and also continue the

replacement of the obsolete servers.   
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Board of Directors  

John Boisselle -  Chairman 

Douglas Camacho – Deputy Chairman 

Patrick A. Ferreira 

Feyaad Khan 

Brendon Nelson 

Christine Debique 

Margaret Roper-Wiltshire 

Marvin Gonzales. 

Niala Persad - Poliah

Management Team  

David C. Benjamin - General Manager 

Jabari Cozier - Head Finance &
Accounting  

Vyas Ramphalie - Head Property
Development 

Cavelle Joseph St. Omer - Head Human
Resources 

Roseann St. Rose - Head Pharmaceuticals 

Kim Garibsingh - Company
Secretary/Manager Legal Services 

Miriam Wilson-Edwards - Manager,
Internal Audit 

Sean Cook - Manager, Facilities
Management 
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